




Experimental Studγon the Evaluation of various "Shiwa" in Japanese 






















































































































Sample Thickness ( s. d) Modulus Rigidity 
(g/m2 ) (mm) w F (%) (mg ・cm)
Cotton 124.73 0.24 40 / 1 40 / 1 69.1 60. 53 
Wool 101. 71 O. 24 1 / 48 1 / 48 100.0 52. 94 
Silk 67.43 0.15 140 / 2 60 / 1 82. 3 21. 12 
Linen 112.38 0.21 80 / 1 80 / 1 83. 9 193.00 
Rayon 69.81 0.13 75 120 61. 0 55.59 
Polynosic 94.02 0.24 40 / 1 40 / 1 74.9 143.58 
Cupra 101. 47 O. 22 40 / 1 40 / 1 75.0 80. 57 
Acetate 67.61 0.14 75 100 76. 8 70.24 
Vinylon 103.68 0.26 30 / 1 30 / 1 71. 0 126.15 
Nylon 67. 23 0.14 70 70 82. 7 91. 55 
Polyester 54.37 0.09 50 75 71. 2 71. 10 
Polypropy lene 125.21 O. 36 24 / 1 24 / 1 79.4 85.34 
Acrylic 103.05 O. 26 1 /64 1 / 64 81. 7 66.09 
Modacry Iics 218. 97 0.51 2 130 2 I 30 74.5 264.34 
Polyviny 1 Choloride 52.88 0.09 75 75 81. 8 150.63 
表2 しわ判定結果
モ ンサ ン ト法 大丸法順位 AATCC法
防しわ率(%) 順位 裏地なし 袋地(レー ヨン)重ね 順位





官後 24寵後 20分後 24官後
綿 42. 9 48.0 60.6 4 2 5 5 5 8 7 7 10 
羊 毛 89.0 88.8 89.6 15 15 15 4 1 11 12 14 15 
絹 65. 7 66.8 68.8 12 12 9 8 7 6 5 12 13 
麻 26. 5 25. 6 40.1 6 4 4 6 10 7 
レ ー ヨ ン 62. 9 59.0 68.9 9 7 10 3 4 4 
ポリノジ'ック 32.0 54. 7 45. 7 2 4 2 2 2 5 3 8 9 
キュ ブ -ラ 38.8 44. 1 47.3 3 3 3 3 3 2 
アセテ ー 卜 58.5 60. 7 68. 7 5 8 B 1 10 2 4 2 2 
ヒ.ニ ロ ン 61. 0 56. 9 55.6 8 5 4 10 13 9 8 5 3 
ナイ ロ ン 71. 7 62.8 69. 2 14 9 1 7 15 7 9 3 5 
ポ リヱ ステ Jレ 63.5 65.4 76. 7 10 11 14 14 6 13 13 13 6 
ポリフ。ロピレン 59.0 57.9 61. 3 6 6 6 9 8 10 10 9 12 
アク ノレ 63 9 67. 2 65.3 1 13 7 12 9 12 1 1 1 
アクリル系 60. 0 71. 3 70.9 7 14 12 15 12 15 15 15 14 I 
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Summary 
“Shiwa" in lapanese has many types of shape， because they are produced by various physical phenomena. 
In this paper， we deal with three types of shiwa， such as， folded sharply， produced by buckling due to compression 
or bending stress and produced by buckling due to shearing stress 
Fifteen kinds of p1ain fabric made from various types of fiber are prepared and then shiwa produωd in these fabrics 
are eva1uated by using Monsant method， Daimaru method and AATCC method， respective1y. 
The resu1ts obtained are summarized as follows 
1. lt is difficult to evaluate the shiwa property of fabrics by using only test method， b巴causealthough鈎mefabric 
there are various kinds of shiwa according to different physica1 phenomenon. 
2. Polyester fabric is produced hard by buckling due to compression or bending stress， but the recovery property is 
not better than the others. Nylon and wool fabric has the excellent recovery property. However， rayon， polynosic 
and cupra fabric produces easi1y this type of shiwa， and its recovery property isnot b母tterthan other fabrics. 
3. In the case of overJapping of rayon Iining in Daimaru method， shiwa is produced more weakly， and the difference 
of recovery speed between fabrics decreases. 
4. Nylon and wool fabric shows a different tendency for shiwa produced by buckling due to shearing stress compared 
with shiwa produωd by compression or bending stress. Nylon fabric， especially， produces easily this type of shiwa， 
and its recovery property is not better also. 
5. Wool fabric produces easi1y shiwa due to compression or bending stress， but not easi1y shiwa due to shearing stres. 
Acetate fabric shows a contrary tendency. 
(6 ) 
